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Your partner for over 75 years

The demands of our customers 
have made us experts in the field of 
the thermo process technology of 
aggressive liquids since 1935. 

The long-lasting use and high 
quality of our products is our aim 
from development, production up 
to distribution.

EN ISO 9001: 2008 certification, 
documents the constant improve-
ment of the production processes 
in our factory, thus achieving the 
maximum efficiency in design, 
development and manufacture of 
our products.

We are commited to quality and 
safety. We check and verify the 
quality, functionality and safety of 
our products during the production 
process and final inspection. We 
stringently comply with external 
institution such as VDE, CE mark, ad-
ding to our rigorous intern systems 
results in a high quality, safe and 
reliable product.
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Our monitoring and control 
equipment offers high reliability 
and maximum protection. We offer 
individual components or complete 
solutions - from sensors to control 
electronics. One key safety aspect 
is the independent function of the 
monitoring equipment and control 
technology. MTS float switches and NS level rod-

probes control the minimum and 
maximum liquid level and ensure 
monitoring of the liquid volume 
while reacting to the danger of leaks 
and overflow.

The KNS continuous level measu-
rement system detects the level of 
corrosive liquids, cleaning solutions 
and water. It converts it into a 
4...20 mA signal. This means that 
levels in a tank can be measured 
continuously, processed and evalua-
ted via a PLC, for example.

Float switches MTSu 

Conductive Level Probes NS/NT Continuous level measurement system KNS
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Float Switch MTSu
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ENR / ETS

Our TF temperature probes 
equipped with a Pt 100 sensor 
ensures together with the electronic 
temperature controller MTR that the 
temperature is maintained.

The STB and ETB temperature limit-
ers react when the liquid overheats. 

The B-STRu thermostat indepen-
dently controls the preset tempera-
ture of the liquid substance or it can 
be combined with the R0TKAPPE 
immersion heater.

The ETS and ENR level equipment 
control and monitor exactly the 
liquid level in the tank and prevent 
emptying.

Electronic Temperature Controller MTR

lmmersion Heater ROTKAPPE® with 
attached Rod-type Thermostat R0TK0PF 
Rod-type Temperature Limiter B-STB

Temperature probe TF in  
different tube materials
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